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September 14, 2021 at Mason’s Fairfax Campus and September 16, 2021 at Mason’s SciTech Campus

Save the Date: ScienceConnect
everyone walks to EagleBank Arena for New Student Convocation from 2 to 3:15 p.m.

August 20, 2021 | Noon
Welcome Back To Mason Celebration
Check your email for virtual meeting details.

College of Science Faculty Meeting
and SAT prep, goal setting, fitness classes, a farewell party, and more.

August 9, 2021. - August 13, 2021
Orientation and fully prepares you for life as a Mason Science student.

Transfer students are invited to join us for an interactive, virtual bridge session that builds on New Student Bridge 1 and makes you feel like a Mason Science student from day one.

Mason Science’s A team of scientific collaborators, including
Therapeutics Inc. pursue
Team at start-up AexeRNA
by Martha Bushong
19 vaccines
and
patents for improved COVID-19 vaccines

Could make mRNA vaccines such as the COVID-19 vaccines less costly, with fewer side-effects and more

Research shows it can be a

As we ready ourselves for the fall semester, each of us has the opportunity to reset personal goals and
mentoring roles to help navigate a non face-to-face learning landscape.

What you need to know

More on his appointment
by Fernando Miralles-Wilhelm

IN THE NEWS

Effort measures rate of student success
by Gerald Weatherspoon

Masonology
by Mark D. Uhen

Wednesday, August 4, 2021

Using selfies to challenge public stereotypes of scientists
by Amanda Smith

Scientists sell off a golden goal
by Patrick Gillevet

Research shows that scientists posting selfies on Instagram, and

that scientists posting self-portraits (“selfies”) to Instagram from the science

The study further suggests "that scientists posting selfies to Instagram are perceived as more approachable

To mask or not to mask?
by Martha Bushong

To mask or not to mask?

Stations were set up during COVID-19, or to remain community focused as many of us took on additional student

The college welcomes two new
department chairs

Mark D. Uhen

Department of Atmospheric, Oceanic
Earth Sciences

Mark D. Uhen

Department of Mathematical
Mathematical Sciences

Maria Astuti

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry

Clayborne becomes Center for Sustainable Nanotechnology Affiliate. The center, as its

Clayborne

Sustainable Nanotechnology Affiliate

More on the new chairs

More on his appointment
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